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Duncan Campbell reports that Mrs Thatcher's desire to re-
arm with nerve gas echoes earlier Tory enthusiasm

IN GENEVA, where almost 60 years ago the
first international Protocol against poison gases
was drafted, diplomats and scientists at the
Conference on Disarmament are still
negotiating a complete global ban on chemical
weapons. But their time is running out and if
progress is not made, options for placing nerve
gas stocks in Britain, either by producing nerve
gas here, or bringing over American 'binary'
bombs are under serious study in Whitehall.
Historically, Britain has had a love-hate

relationship with these grotesque weapons.
Now, in the first ofa series of special studies by
the Stockholm International Peace Research
Institute (SIPRI), British public records
scholar Andy Thomas has unearthed
Previously unreported official documentation
which casts considerable light on Whitehall's
real attitude to the gas bomb. *
Proponents of nuclear deterrence have long

asserted that the chemical weapons standoff
between the two sides in World War II is a
compelling argument that the theory works.
During six years of an all-out European war,
mutual chemical deterrence was maintained.
Thomas shows clearly that this' argument is

entirely illusory. Each side prepared in great
detail to use gas and, despite the Geneva
Protocol, planned specific military
contingencies for its first use. In addition, it has
long been known that the Italians gas-bombed
Abyssinia. Thomas's new evidence shows that
the Japanese mounted repeated chemical
attacks on China. His research also reveals that
Britain experimented with airborne gaswarfare
against the Soviet Union, during the 1919
expedition against the Bolsheviks - the first
ever use of air delivered gas weapons.
During 1940, the RAF prepared to use

chemical warfare first in two well defined
contingencies - if an invasion of Britain was
mounted, or if aerial warfare seriously
demoralised the civilian population. In these
circumstances, Britain planned to use gas,
either against invasion troops and airfields, or
against German cities. Gas bombs were
stockpiled at 36 RAF bases, and in nearby
'ammunition parks' and gas filling centres.
British willingness to contemplate the use of

chemical weapons was revealed in a secret
memorandum from the then War Minister in
May 1919: 'I am strongly in favour of using
poisoned gas against uncivilised tribes. The
moral effect should be so good'. The Secretary
of State added that: :
the loss oflife should be reduced toa minim~k. It
is not necessary to use only the most deadly gases,
gases can be used which cause great inconvenience
and would spread a lively terror... ~

I
The author of these lively notes was; Mr

Winsto'n Churchill. He had displayed
enthusiasm for gas since the Dardanelles

campaign in 1915, when he wanted to gas the
Turks. Later that year he wanted to use gas in
Egypt. In May 1919, he wanted to gas the
Afghans, but the India Officestrongly objected.
He finally got his way in Russia, where he had
noted on the file that 'I should very much like
the Bolsheviks to have it [poison gas]'. Britain
attacked the Bolsheviks in September 1919,
sending the RAF on 11 raids to drop over 500
gas bombs on the Red Army near Archangel.
British civilians might have fared little better

than some of the inferior enemy, according to
Home Defence Plan Y, prepared in November
1941. The RAF planned to counter invading
forces by gasbombing the entire coastal strip of
Kent, raiding 20 targets spread .from
Broadstairs to Dungeness. Far Eastern
command's chemical weapons planner, Major-
General Lethbridge, also in 1943urged amajor
CW attack on Japanese forces, which:
must be administered wth complete ruthlessness
and upon a vast scale, employing a mixture of
chemical agents that will not only cause
mutilation and death, but by their very diversity of
effect create terror and panic in the minds of their
victims.

In Algeria, before and during World War II,
and in Nigeria after the war, Thomas reveals
that France and Britain operated secret
chemical test ranges. No one knows what
environmental health perils may have been
created by the secret construction of these
ranges during the 1930s and 1950s.
During the war, a chain of British factories,

run mainly by ICI, turned out thousands oftons
of mustard and other gases. Chief among them
wen! Rocksavage, Sutton Oak and Randle, all

. near Runcorn on the Mersey; Rhydymwyn
near Mold in Flintshire, Springfields near
Preston; and Roydmills at Huddersfield. After
VE-day, their managers. wrote volumnious
factory histories to inform later governments
how to get back into production on gas bombs.
Later, many of the special chemical weapons
production and storage sites moved on to new
roles in the nuclear era, with one - the giant
underground tunnels at Rhydymwyn - being
designated for a period as one of the emergency
Citadelsfor central government.
In occupied Germany after the war, teams

from Porton Down eagerly sought the Nazi
scientists who had experimented with nerve gas
on human victims - not in order to advise on
retribution, but to gain 'invaluable data as to
lethal considerations for man'. No weapon can
ever be called humane or reasonable - but this
account illustrates the special ugliness of
.chemicalwarfare. 0

* Andy Thomas, Effects of Chemical Warfare: A selective
review and bibliography of British state papers, published by
SIPRI, Stockholm; and Taylor and Francis Ltd, London.
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